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Appendix A Route Options Workshop Findings

A.1 Introduction
This appendix presents the findings of the route options workshop process.  The process is described
in Chapter 7 of the main report. Figure A.1 illustrates the “long list” of options assessed.  Locations
where route options pass through common points were called “nodes”.  The nodes were given a
unique letter reference.  A series of nodes were used to describe each route (refer to Tables A.1 to
A.5).

The long list of route options were assessed in turn to determine how best they met the project
objectives.  This included identification of options which failed to meet objectives and were hence
discarded.  This was done by assessing the route against a theoretical ‘base case’.  The base case
was defined as the basic upgrade of the existing road to two lanes in each direction with median
separation and conforming geometry i.e. to desirable minimum horizontal and vertical alignment and
conforming cross section (this assumes provision of a service road where necessary to fulfil controlled
access objectives).  In some locations for instance at Foxground, the base case is theoretical only as
the combination of steep grades minimum alignment standards only would not provide a satisfactory
solution in terms of road safety.  A theoretical case was also assumed at Berry which included a dual
two lane upgrade of Queen Street requiring no property acquisition.

A simple comparison exercise was performed for every route: Relative to the base case, how does the
segment / segment combination meet the project objectives?

Score
Significantly better 5
Moderately better 4
No better / no worse 3
Moderately worse 2
Significantly worse 1
Non negotiable = discard 0

For each objective, some specialist categories were combined i.e. a route may have attracted a
different outcome for each specialist category for a specific objective.  The workshops included debate
on each of these scenarios and determined a collective result for that category overall.

The key issues and the outcomes of the workshops were collated and are included below in Section
A2.  The assessments for each of the four geographical sections are presented in turn.  Comparative
performance of each of the routes was carried out using the results of the assessment against the
base case.  The performance is measured by the comparative score.  The scores are contained in
Section A3.

Some of the route options follow the railway.  Variations to these routes to both the east and west of
the railway were assessed.  Some of the route options straddle Sections B and C.  These have been
grouped as “Section B/C” and were assessed against the base case for Sections B and C combined.

The scores have been summarised and presented in Tables A.1 to A.5 in Section A3. Table 7.1 in
the main report summarises the conclusions.
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Figure A.1  Long list of rate options
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A.2 Key issues and outcomes
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Section Section A
Description A-B-D
Base case A-B-C
Route
description

The route starts on the existing highway at node A, at the
northern extent of the study area, and follows the current
route of the highway to node B.  At node B the route leaves
the existing highway and continues in a south west direction
(west of the existing highway), cutting through Rose Valley
to join node D.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the route:

5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 3 • Similar to the base case.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

2 • Steeper grade at approach to node D will reduce efficiency marginally relative to the base case.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The route will have a negative economic impact between nodes B and D where it passes through greenfield agricultural land and dissects
several properties.

Provide value for money. 2 • Cost will be greater than the base case due to more land acquisition and construction of a greenfield route.
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

1 • The route will have a negative ecological effect as it cuts through a greenfield area between nodes B-D.
• Likely to impact on mature fig trees around Renfrew Park which would affect the landscape context of the homestead.
• Nodes B-D creates a new corridor and could impact on potential Indigenous archaeological deposits situated on locally elevated ground

bordering Omega Flat.
Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

2 • Noise levels will be improved as the route is further away from the more densely populated areas around Gerringong.
• The route does not follow property boundaries and will therefore result in property severance.

Note:
1) The base case A-B-C scores 3 for each category.

D

C

Gerringong

Bomaderry

Berry

Gerringong

A

B
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Section Section B
Description C-F-I-N-R-S (west of railway)
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the Princes

Highway and Belinda Street continuing along the western side of the
existing railway line to node N.  At node N it branches west away
from the railway line cutting through Harley Hill to join node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.
• Maximum vertical grade conforms with desirable highway design parameters.
• Occurrence of fog to be investigated.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.
• Slightly longer route than the base case (300m).

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The predominant land use between nodes F-I and R-S is dairy farming which is located on Class 2 agricultural land.
• Two landholdings straddle the rail line immediately south of Gerringong (nodes C-F) and these properties will be severed by the route.
• Nodes R-S will have a relatively high economic impact because the route dissects a number of properties.
• There is a small cluster of properties between nodes N-R.
• The route is consistent with land use planning policies.
• Impacts on the Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 1 • Construction costs would be significantly greater than the base case due to many culverts and soft soil treatments.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.
• The route will require a significant amount of fill.
• Protection of the Eastern Gas Pipeline will be relatively costly.
• Includes ongoing maintenance costs for the existing highway.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

4 • There is minimal impact on terrestrial ecology.
• The route will require one crossing over Broughton Creek, although impacts are likely to be minor.
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.
• An endangered ecological community exists where the route diverges away from the railway line.  This community is however in a degraded

condition where the route dissects it.
• No effect on the European heritage sites recorded in the study area.
• Indigenous heritage impacts are likely to be minimal.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The route is flat and therefore does not engage the landscape as effectively as a rolling alignment.
• Although the base case potentially affects more dwellings this route will affect residents who are currently some distance from the highway.
• Property acquisition (including some dwellings) will be required between nodes N-R (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The route runs through an area which currently is not affected by significant road noise.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.

South Gerringong

North Berry

Bomaderry

Berry

Gerringong
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Section Section B
Description C-F-I-N-R-S (east of railway)
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the Princes Highway

and Belinda Street where it crosses the railway line continuing along the eastern
side of the existing railway line to node N.  At node N the route re-crosses the
railway line to branch west cutting through Harley Hill to join node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.
• Maximum vertical grade conforms with desirable highway design parameters.
• Occurrence of fog to be investigated.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.
• Slightly longer route than the base case (300m).

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • The predominant land use between nodes F-I and R-S is dairy farming which is located on Class 2 agricultural land.
• Two landholdings straddle the rail line immediately south of Gerringong (nodes C-F) and these properties will be severed by the route.
• Nodes R-S will have a relatively high economic impact because the route dissects a number of properties.
• There is a small cluster of properties between nodes N-R.
• The route is consistent with land use planning policies.
• The route does not impact on the Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 0 • Construction costs due to remediation of ground conditions and bridge structures over the railway make this route economically unviable (60-70%
greater than the base case).

• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.
• Includes ongoing maintenance costs for the existing highway.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

4 • There is minimal impact on terrestrial ecology.
• The route will require one crossing over Broughton Creek, although impacts are likely to be minor.
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.
• An endangered ecological community exists where the route diverges away from the railway line.  This community is however in a degraded condition

where the route dissects it.
• Potential negative effect on ecology around the Crooked River and Foys Swamp (latter is in a degraded condition).
• May impact on Cleary Bros. development.
• No effect on the European heritage sites recorded in the study area.
• The route impacts on Wawra Bank, but other Indigenous heritage impacts are likely to be minimal.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The railway crossing at Gerringong will have a negative visual impact and will require well designed noise mitigation.
• The route is flat and therefore does not engage the landscape as effectively as a rolling alignment.
• Although the base case potentially affects more dwellings this route will affect residents who are currently some distance from the highway.
• Property acquisition (including some dwellings) will be required between nodes N-R (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The route runs through an area which currently is not affected by significant road noise.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.

South Gerringong
North Berry

Bomaderry
Gerringong
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Section Section B
Description C-F-G-H-L-N-R-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route
description

The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the Princes
Highway and Belinda Street continuing along the western side of the existing
railway line to node F.  At node F it branches west away from the railway line,
traversing through Willow Vale to rejoin the existing highway at node G,
continuing to node H.  From node H the route turns south through Toolijooa
Valley up to the railway line at node N, before branching north west away
from the railway line cutting through Harley Hill to node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 4 • A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.
• Vertical alignment will require a 13m deep cut a node H (Toolijooa Road).
• The grade approaching node L will be 8%, followed by a 17m deep cut into Harley Hill Ridge and another 8% grade descending to node

N.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

3 • Similar to the base case.
• An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • Predominant land use between nodes F-S is Class 2 agricultural land.
• The route follows the existing alignment of Toolijooa Road between nodes H-L.
• Nodes R-S will have a relatively high economic impact because the route dissects a number of properties.
• There is a small cluster of properties between nodes N-R.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 2 • Includes ongoing maintenance costs for the existing highway.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

3 • The route will require one crossing over Broughton Creek.
• There is minimal impact on terrestrial ecology.
• Minimal impact on aquatic ecology.
• The route dissects the former site of the Toolijooa Public School.
• Potential impact on Indigenous cultural heritage sites at Harley Hill Ridge cutting.
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.
• An endangered ecological community exists where the route diverges away from the railway line.  This community is however in a

degraded condition where the route dissects it.
Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The cutting through Harley Hill ridge will have a negative visual impact.
• Property acquisition (including some dwellings) will be required at nodes N-R (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The route runs through an area which is currently not affected by significant road noise.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.

South GerringongNorth Berry

Bomaderry
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Section Section B
Description C-E-G-H-L-N-R-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route
description

The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the Princes
Highway and Belinda Street continuing along the existing highway to
node H.  From node H the route turns south through Toolijooa Valley up
to the railway line at node N, before branching north west away from the
railway line cutting through Harley Hill to node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 4 • A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.
• Vertical alignment will require a 13m deep cut at node H (Toolijooa Road).
• The grade approaching node L will be 8%, followed by a 17m deep cut into Harley Hill Ridge and another 8% grade descending to node

N.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

3 • Similar to the base case.
• An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • Predominant land use between nodes E-S is Class 2 agricultural land.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H.
• The route follows the existing alignment of Toolijooa Road between nodes H-L.
• Nodes R-S will have a relatively high economic impact because the route dissects a number of properties.
• There is a small cluster of properties between nodes N-R.
• Potential impact on Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 2 • Includes ongoing maintenance costs for the existing highway.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

4 • The route will require one crossing over Broughton Creek.
• There is minimal impact on terrestrial ecology.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H therefore limiting environmental impacts.
• The route dissects the former site of the Toolijooa Public School.
• Potential impact on Indigenous cultural heritage sites at Harley Hill Ridge cutting.
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.
• An endangered ecological community exists where the route diverges away from the railway line.  This community is however in a

degraded condition where the route dissects it.
Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The cutting through Harley Hill ridge will have a negative visual impact.
• Property acquisition (including some dwellings) will be required at nodes N-R (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The route runs through an area which is currently not affected by significant road noise.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.

South Gerringong
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Section Section B
Description C-F-I-L-P-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route
description

The route starts at node C at the current intersection with
the Princes Highway and Belinda Street continuing along
the western side of the existing railway line to node I.  At
node I it branches west away from the railway line cutting
through Harley Hill to join node P, and continuing on to
Broughton to join node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 3 • A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.
• The grade between nodes I-L and L-P will be 10%.  At nodes I-L there is also a requirement for a 24m high fill.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

3 • Steep vertical grades at nodes I-L and L-P will reduce efficiency.
• Shorter route will improve travel time and fuel consumption and therefore efficiency.
• An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The predominant land use between nodes F-S is dairy farming which is located on Class 2 agricultural land.
• Two landholdings straddle the rail line immediately south of Gerringong (nodes C-F) and these properties will be severed by the route.
• The route impacts on an organic bamboo farm (node P) which also acts as a mentoring facility for disadvantaged children.
• Nodes R-S will have a relatively high economic impact because the route dissects a number of properties.
• Impacts on the Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 0 • High construction risk and cost.
• The route crosses the Eastern Gas Pipeline resulting in significant construction risk.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

3 • The route will require one crossing over Broughton Creek.
• There is minimal impact on terrestrial ecology.
• Minimal impact on aquatic ecology.
• No effect on the European heritage sites recorded in the study area.
• Nodes P-S traverses the approximate area of a reported historic Aboriginal encampment adjacent to Brookside.
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The route will affect residents who are currently some distance from the highway.
• Property acquisition (including some dwellings) will be required (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The route runs through an area which is currently not affected by significant road noise.  A 60% increase in noise is estimated.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.
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Section Section B
Description C-E-G-H-L-P-Q-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route
description

The route starts at node C at the current intersection with
the Princes Highway and Belinda Street continuing along
the existing highway to node H.  From node H the route
turns south through Toolijooa Valley to node L where it
branches west away from the railway line cutting through
Harley Hill (to join node P) and continuing on to join the
existing highway at node Q.  From node Q the route heads
into Broughton following the alignment of the existing
highway.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 4 • The grade approaching node L will be 8%.
• Vertical alignment will require a 13m deep cut a node H (Toolijooa Road).

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

3 • Similar to the base case.
• The route follows the existing alignment of Toolijooa Road between nodes H-L.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • Predominant land use between nodes E-S is Class 2 agricultural land.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H.
• Potential impact on Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.
• The route follows the existing alignment of Toolijooa Road between nodes H-L.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 0 • High construction risk and cost.
• Includes ongoing maintenance costs fro the existing highway.
• The route crosses the Eastern Gas Pipeline resulting in significant construction risk.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

4 • The route will require one crossing of Broughton Creek.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H therefore limiting environmental impacts.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • Property acquisition (including some dwellings) will be required (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The route runs through an area which currently is not affected by significant road noise.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.

South Gerringong
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Section Section B
Description C-E-G-H-K-Q-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route
description

The route starts at node C at the current intersection with
the Princes Highway and Belinda Street continuing along
the existing highway to node H.  From node H the route
continues straight, cutting through Toolijooa (node K) to
rejoin the existing highway at node Q along to node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter road alignment with flatter grades will increase road safety.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • The shortest, most direct route through this section.
• An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • Land use is a mixture of Class 2 (Toolijooa) up to Class 6 or 7 (valley), zoned as general rural.
• Two thirds of the route utilises the existing highway corridor.
• The route will have a negative economic impact because it dissects several large lots between nodes H-Q.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H.
• Potential impact on Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.

Provide value for money. 1 • The vertical alignment will require a 90m deep cut (2% grade) between nodes H-Q.
• Significant bridge (spanning approximately 300m) approaching node Q.
• Increase in build costs due to large cuts and a requirement for an embankment.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

3 • The route will require one crossing over Broughton Creek.
• The route will directly impact on two ecological communities of threatened species (Daphandra and Zieria) between nodes H-Q.
• No effects on European heritage sites recorded in the study area.
• Major cuttings through the ridge between nodes H-Q will impact on cultural values.
• Direct impact on Brookside (historical Aboriginal encampment).
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H therefore limiting environmental impacts.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • Property acquisition (including dwellings) will be required between nodes H-Q (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The visual impact of significant earthworks features is particularly undesirable.
• Community value on threatened species.

South Gerringong
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Section Section B
Description C-E-G-H-M-Q-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route
description

The route starts at node C at the current intersection with
the Princes Highway and Belinda Street continuing along
the existing highway to node H.  From node H the route
continues straight, cutting through Toolijooa (node M) to
rejoin the existing highway at node Q along to node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter road alignment with flatter grades will increase road safety.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • An improvement in the alignment of the highway will improve travel speeds.
• A grade of 9% with a 15m cut will reduce efficiency.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • The route will have a negative economic impact because it dissects several large lots between nodes H-Q.
• The route will have an economic impact because it dissects several properties.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H.
• Land use is a mixture of Class 2 (Toolijooa) up to Class 6 or 7 (valley), zoned as general rural.
• Potential impact on Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.

Provide value for money. 1 • Increase in build costs due to large cuts and a requirement for an embankment.
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

0 • The route will require one crossing over Broughton Creek.
• The route will directly impact on two ecological communities of threatened species (Daphandra and Zieria) between nodes H-Q.
• The route will directly impact on two ecological communities of threatened species (Daphandra and Zieria) between nodes M-Q.  Listed as

endangered on state and commonwealth registers.  Southern most distribution of Zieria with population of 2000 equivalent to one sixth to a
quarter of the NSW population.

• No effects on European heritage sites recorded in the study area.
• Major cuttings through the ridge between nodes H-Q will impact on cultural values.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H therefore limiting environmental impacts.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

3 • The route will directly impact on some properties.
• Community value on threatened species.
• Property acquisition (including dwellings) will be required between nodes H-Q (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The visual impact of significant earthworks features is particularly undesirable.
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Section Section B
Description C-E-G-M-Q-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route
description

The route starts at node C at the current intersection with
the Princes Highway and Belinda Street continuing along
the existing highway to node G.  From node G the route
loops through Toolijooa Valley before turning north west to
join node M.  At node M the route continues north west
before looping south west to rejoin the existing highway at
node Q, continuing along to node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 4 • A moderately straighter road alignment will increase road safety.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • An improvement in the alignment of the existing highway and the grade (maximum 6%) will improve travel speeds and therefore efficiency.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • Land use is a mixture of Class 2 (Toolijooa) up to Class 6 or 7 (valley), zoned as general rural.
• The route will have a negative economic impact because it does not follow land boundaries and dissects several lots between nodes G-Q.
• Potential impact on Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.

Provide value for money. 1 • Relatively more expensive than the base case due to extensive earth works and two bridges.
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

0 • The route will require three crossing over Broughton Creek.
• The route will directly impact on two ecological communities of threatened species (Daphandra and Zieria) between nodes M-Q.  Listed as

endangered on state and commonwealth registers.  Southern most distribution of Zieria with population of 2000 equivalent to one sixth to
a quarter of the NSW population.

• No effects on European heritage sites recorded in the study area.
• Major cuttings through the ridge between nodes H-M will impact on cultural values.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

2 • The route will directly impact on some properties (the base case also has direct impact on some properties).
• The route will have a significantly undesirable visual impact on the area.
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Section Section B
Description C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route
description

The route starts at node C at the current intersection with
the Princes Highway and Belinda Street and follows the
existing highway to node J.  At node J the route follows a
horizontally and vertically conforming representation of the
existing highway.  The route continues to traverse
Broughton Creek floodplain, crossing Broughton Creek
twice, before climbing to a point immediately west of node
Q, along to node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter route between nodes J-O will increase road safety.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • Its length of 9.4km is similar to the base case, however there is an improvement in vertical geometry.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time and therefore efficiency.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • Utilises the existing highway for the majority of the route, minimising economic impact.
• Dissects some farms.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H.
• Potential impact on Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.

Provide value for money. 3 • Least costly of all routes in Section B.
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The additional bridge crossings will have minimal impact on aquatic ecology.
• The route will result in a loss and separation of vegetation, although impact will be minimal.
• No improvement to air quality.
• Indigenous heritage conflict from major cutting creating a new saddle between nodes H-Q.
• The route passes through the approximate location of the Little Mountain battleground.
• The route passes close to Brookside (historical Aboriginal encampment).
• Potential direct impact to existing concrete bridge (RTA section 170 register).
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H therefore limiting environmental impacts.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

2 • Greater community acceptance as the route is located in an already disturbed precinct.
• This option has significant cuts and fills and therefore visual impact will be significant (includes a max depth of 25m, 900m long cut.
• The route will have some impact on dwellings along the ridge and on the floodplain (the base case also has an impact on some

dwellings).
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Section Section B
Description C-E-G-H-K-M-Q-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route
description

The route starts at node C at the current intersection with
the Princes Highway and Belinda Street continuing along
the existing highway to node H.  At node H the roads loops
through Toolijooa passing through node K, before joining
node M.  At node M the route continues to traverse west
before rejoining the existing highway at node Q along to
node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter road alignment with flatter grades will increase road safety.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • A shorter, straighter alignment of the highway will improve travel speeds.
• A grade of 9% with a 15m cut will reduce efficiency.
• An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • The route will have a negative economic impact because it dissects several large lots between nodes H-Q.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H.
• Land use is a mixture of Class 2 (Toolijooa) up to Class 6 or 7 (valley), zoned as general rural.
• Potential impact on Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.

Provide value for money. 1 • Increase in build costs due to large cuts and a requirement for an embankment.
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

0 • The route will require three river crossings.
• The route will directly impact on two ecological communities of threatened species (Daphandra and Zieria) between nodes H-Q.
• The route will directly impact on two ecological communities of threatened species (Daphandra and Zieria) between nodes M-Q.  Listed

as endangered on state and commonwealth registers.  Southern most distribution of Zieria and population of 2000 equivalent to a quarter
to one sixth of the NSW population.

• No effects on the European heritage sites recorded in the study area.
• Indigenous heritage impacts where the route crosses the ridge between nodes H-M.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H therefore limiting environmental impacts.
• Major cuttings through the ridge between nodes H-Q will impact on cultural values.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

2 • Community value on threatened species.
• Directly impacts some properties.
• Property acquisition (including dwellings) will be required between nodes H-Q (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The visual impact of significant earthworks features is particularly undesirable.
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Section Section B
Description D-J-O-Q-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route
description

The route starts at node D and traverses through Willow
Vale to node J.  At node J the route follows the horizontally
and vertically conforming representation of the existing
highway, continuing along the route of the existing highway
from node O to node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 3 • Similar to base case.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

3 • Similar to base case.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The land use between nodes D-O includes Class 2 agricultural land, including a vineyard near to node D.
• Nodes D-J will have a relatively poor economic impact because the route dissects a number of large properties.
• The route is inconsistent with local regional policies, e.g. tourism.
• Utilises the existing highway for the majority of the route, minimising economic impact.

Provide value for money. 0 • Nodes D-J will require an extremely significant cut at Willow Vale through Class 2 agricultural land.
• Acquisition of prime agricultural land including a vineyard.
• Creek crossings would require bridges rather than culverts.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

1 • Isolated pockets of vegetation along the route between nodes D-J.
• The route along D-J has cultural scenic and landscape values, including proximity to three homesteads (Innisfail, Strathmore and Ivy

Mount).
• Potential direct impact to existing concrete bridge (RTA section 170 register).

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • Community perception of the area, including the route cutting through the escarpment.
• Route will have a significant visual impact particularly in the Willow Vale ridge area.
• The poor alignment in terms of natural landform.
• This option has significant cuts and fills and therefore visual impact will be significant (includes a max depth of 25m, 900m long cut.

• The route will have some impact on dwellings along the ridge and on the floodplain (the base case also has an impact on some
dwellings).
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Section Section B
Description C-E-G-H-K-M-Q-S
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the

Princes Highway and Belinda Street and follows the existing
highway to node H.  At node H the route diverges from the
existing highway and descends into a valley adjacent to Toolijooa
Ridge.  The route travels in tunnel for approximately 350m before
emerging in a deep cut to descend to the Broughton Creek
floodplain.  A sweeping curve directs the route westwards
crossing Broughton Creek before rejoining the existing highway in
the vicinity of node Q along to node S.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter road alignment with flatter grades will increase road safety.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • The tunnel allows reasonable grades to be achieved which will improve travel speeds.
• Slightly shorter than the base case (400m).

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • Land use is a mixture of Class 2 (Toolijooa) up to Class 6 or 7 (valley), zoned as general rural.
• Two thirds of the route utilises the existing highway corridor.
• The tunnel will reduce the impact on properties, but does not increase the areas economic land benefit due to the classification of the land it passes

under.
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H.
• Potential impact on Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.

Provide value for money. 2 • The construction costs are moderately greater than the base case (approximately 25%).
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

4 • The tunnel crosses a vegetation area which although not currently rated as an ecologically endangered community (EEC) has the potential to become
classified in the future.

• Although the route avoids the vegetation area along Toolijooa Road it still traverses the scenic valley on both sides of Toolijooa Road and is visually
intrusive.

• The route will require the removal of some vegetation.
• Potential to compensate the loss of threatened species.
• The cutting on the western side of the ridge will impact on the cultural values of the overall ridge landform.
• Potential impact on the approximate location of the Little Mountain battleground.
• Direct impact on Brookside (historical Aboriginal encampment).
• The route follows the alignment of the existing highway between nodes C-H therefore limiting environmental impacts.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

2 • Route directly impacts on a ‘significant dwelling’ on the western side of Toolijooa Ridge.
• Route significantly impacts on Millers Lane community on the eastern side of Toolijooa Ridge.
• The visual impact of the tunnel and approach earthworks is less obtrusive and the option without a tunnel.
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Section Section B
Description C-F-I-tunnel-P-Q-S (west of railway)
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the Princes

Highway and Belinda Street continuing along the western side of the
existing railway line to node I.  Shortly after node I it branches west
away from the railway line passing through the south saddle in a
350m tunnel (to join node P).  It rejoins the existing highway at node
Q along to node S.  At node P it passes under the Eastern Gas
Pipeline (in tunnel) and crosses an organic farm (not in tunnel).

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • Slightly longer (than the base case (100m)).
• The route includes a 300m stretch, 6% vertical grade.
• An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The predominant land use between nodes F-S is dairy farming which is located on Class 2 agricultural land.
• Two landholdings straddle the rail line immediately south of Gerringong (nodes C-F) and these properties will be severed by the route.
• The route impacts on an organic bamboo farm (node P) which also acts as a mentoring facility for disadvantaged children.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.
• Impacts on the Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.

Provide value for money. 1 • Construction costs are significantly greater than the base case (approximately 50%).
• Location of tunnel is not optimal although provides a good overall alignment.
• Includes ongoing maintenance costs for the existing highway.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

5 • The route will require one crossing over Broughton Creek.
• There is minimal impact on terrestrial ecology.
• Minimal impact on aquatic ecology.
• The tunnel will provide a good overland fauna passage.
• Likely direct impact to known site of cultural heritage.
• Potential impact to cultural values of Toolijooa Ridge (community consultation required).
• Nodes P-S traverses the approximate area of a reported historic Aboriginal encampment adjacent to Brookside.
• The route passes immediately adjacent to Haslemere (cottage included on the draft Kiama Heritage inventory).
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.
• The route will affect residents who are currently some distance from the highway.
• Property acquisition (including some dwellings) will be required at nodes I and P-Q (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The route runs through an area which is currently not affected by significant road noise.  A 60% increase in noise is estimated.
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Section Section B
Description C-F-I-tunnel-P-Q-S (east of railway)
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the Princes

Highway and Belinda Street where it crosses the railway line continuing
along the eastern side of the existing railway line to node I.  At node I it
recrosses the railway line and shortly after branches west passing
through the south saddle in a 350m tunnel (to join node P).  It rejoins the
existing highway at node Q along to node S.  At node P it passes under
the Eastern Gas Pipeline (in tunnel) and crosses an organic farm (not in
tunnel).

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • Slightly longer (than the base case (100m)).
• The route includes a 300m stretch, 6% vertical grade.
• An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The predominant land use between nodes F-S is dairy farming which is located on Class 2 agricultural land.
• Two landholdings straddle the rail line immediately south of Gerringong (nodes C-F) and these properties will be severed by the route.
• The route impacts on an organic bamboo farm (node P) which also acts as a mentoring facility for disadvantaged children.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.
• The route does not impact on the Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.

Provide value for money. 0 • Construction costs due to remediation of ground conditions and bridge structures make this route economically unviable (70-80% greater than the
base case).

• Location of tunnel is not optimal although provides a good overall alignment.
• Includes ongoing maintenance costs for the existing highway.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

4 • The route will require one crossing over Broughton Creek, although impacts are likely to be minimal.
• Potential negative effect on ecology around the Crooked River and Foys Swamp (latter is in a degraded condition).
• The tunnel will provide a good overland fauna passage.
• Likely direct impact to known site of cultural heritage.
• Potential impact to cultural values of Toolijooa Ridge (community consultation required).
• Nodes P-S traverses the approximate area of a reported historic Aboriginal encampment adjacent to Brookside.
• The route impacts on Wawra Bank, but other Indigenous heritage impacts are likely to be minimal.
• The route passes immediately adjacent to Haslemere (cottage included on the draft Kiama Heritage inventory).
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The railway crossing at Gerringong will have a negative visual impact and will require well designed noise mitigation.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.
• The route will affect residents who are currently some distance from the highway.
• Property acquisition (including some dwellings) will be required at nodes I and P-Q (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The route runs through an area which is currently not affected by significant road noise.  A 60% increase in noise is estimated.
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Section Section C
Description S-U-Z1-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) and follows the existing

highway to node U, where it continues west cutting through
Broughton Vale to node Z.  At node Z the route loops around the
western end of Berry before heading south to rejoin the existing
highway west of Berry between nodes BB-DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • The route will eliminate pedestrian conflict.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • An improvement to the existing highway alignment with a 3% maximum grade will increase efficiency.
• Minimal difference in the length of the route (slightly longer) compared to the base case.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

0 • Furthest route north of Berry.
• Nodes S-U follow the existing highway and will therefore have minimal impact.
• Nodes U-Z will require some property severance (including a vineyard).
• Node Z1-DD does not align with property boundaries and will split several large lots.
• Node Z1-DD cuts through a planned residential estate.
• The route is not consistent with local and state planning policies / planned urban development.
• The route will support tourism.

Provide value for money. 2 • Potential impact on the Eastern Gas Pipeline.
• The route will require some deep cuts.
• Additional costs will result from land acquisition.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The route will require three creek crossings and will impact on habitat corridors.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• The route has minimal impact on both Indigenous and European cultural heritage sites recorded in the study area.
• The route is a diversion from the base case and will therefore require greater resources.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

4 • There will be a 30% reduction in noise levels.
• The route is the furthest option north of Berry.
• The route will impact on the rural character of the area.
• The route bypasses Berry and will therefore reduce the impact on Berry residences in comparison to a route through the centre of town.
• Removes traffic congestion and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
• Potential perception of severance (Kangaroo Valley Road).
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Section Section C
Description S-U-Z2-BB-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) and follows the existing

highway to node U, where it continues west cutting through
Broughton Vale to node Z.  At node Z the route turns south
passing the western end of the Berry township to rejoin the
existing highway west of Berry between nodes Z and BB,
continuing to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • The route will eliminate pedestrian conflict.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • An improvement to the existing highway alignment with a 3% maximum grade will increase efficiency.
• No difference in the length of the route compared to the base case.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

4 • Land use is classified as general rural.
• Nodes S-U and BB-DD follow the existing highway and will therefore have minimal impact.
• Nodes U-Z and Z2-DD will require some property severance (including a vineyard and a dairy farm), however it does match property boundaries.
• Northern interchange entrance is a significant distance from Berry (2.5km) with no view of the town on the approach to the intersection.
• Regional strategy – no plan to significantly expand Berry, not categorised as a major town.
• Although some property severance occurs the route generally follows property boundaries therefore limiting the impact.
• The route will support tourism.

Provide value for money. 2 • No difference in build costs compared to the base case.
• Additional costs will result from land acquisition.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

3 • The route will require three creek crossings and will impact on habitat corridors.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• The route has minimal impact on both Indigenous and European cultural heritage sites recorded in the study area.
• The route is a diversion from the base case and will therefore require greater resources.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

4 • There will be a 15% reduction in noise levels.
• The route pushes the northern entry into Berry significantly outside the town (2.5km).
• Potential perception of severance (Kangaroo Valley Road).
• The route will impact on the rural character of the area.
• The route bypasses Berry and will therefore reduce the impact on Berry residences in comparison to a route through the centre of town.
• Removes traffic congestion and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
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Section Section C
Description S-U-Y-BB-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) and follows the existing

highway to node U, where it continues west cutting through
Broughton Vale north of Berry township (through node Y).  The
route continues west from node Y, rejoining the existing highway
west of Berry between nodes Z and BB, continuing to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • The route will eliminate pedestrian conflict.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • An improvement to the existing highway alignment with a 3% maximum grade will increase efficiency.
• No difference in the length of the route compared to the base case.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

3 • Land use is classified as general rural.
• Nodes S-U and BB-DD follow the existing highway and will therefore have minimal impact.
• Nodes U-Y and Y-BB will require some property severance (including dairy farming).
• A bypass of Berry which is at an optimal distance from the town centre.
• Between nodes U-Y the route is in close proximity to the existing route, which is to remain, with the possibility the land strip in between the two routes

will become sterile, resulting in land acquisition.
• The route will support tourism.

Provide value for money. 1 • Construction costs are moderately greater than the base case (10-20%).
• Significant additional costs will result from land acquisition (the base case also requires land acquisition).
• Additional costs will result from land acquisition.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

3 • The route will require three creek crossings and will impact on habitat corridors.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• The route crosses close to Woodhill Mountain Road and two heritage sites (tennis courts and B&B heritage site).
• The route is a diversion from the base case and will therefore require greater resources.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

3 • There will be a 15% reduction in noise levels.
• Potential perception of severance (Kangaroo Valley Road).
• The route will impact on the rural character of the area.
• The route bypasses Berry and will therefore reduce the impact on Berry residences in comparison to a route through the centre of town.
• Removes traffic congestion and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
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Section Section C
Description S-T-W-Y-BB-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) and heads south to node

T before turning west to meet the railway line at node W.  From
node W the route heads north-west passing to the east of Berry to
join node Y.  The route continues west from node Y, rejoining the
existing highway west of Berry between nodes Z and BB,
continuing to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 4 • The route will eliminate pedestrian conflict.
• The route includes an 8% grade between nodes S-T and a 27m deep cut through a narrow ridge between nodes W-Y.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • This route is longer than the base case.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • Land use is classified as general rural.
• Nodes S-Y cuts through Class 2 agricultural land and will require property severance of several large lots.
• Nodes W-Y consists of a number of small lots and dwellings.
• The route does not support rural / farming activities in the area.
• The route will support tourism.

Provide value for money. 1 • For reasons including additional length, this route is significantly more costly than the base case.
• The route requires seven creek crossings.
• Additional costs will result from land acquisition.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

1 • The route will require seven creek crossings and will impact on habitat corridors.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• The route impacts on a known Indigenous heritage site which is already impacted on by the Eastern Gas Pipeline.
• The route impacts on Broughton Hill Farm.
• The route crosses close to David Berry hospital.
• The route is a diversion from the base case and will therefore require greater resources.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

3 • The route will have minimal visual impact on the area.
• The route bypasses Berry and will therefore reduce the impact on Berry residences in comparison to a route through the centre of town.
• Removes traffic congestion and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
• The route will impact on the rural character of the area.
• Potential perception of severance (Kangaroo Valley Road).
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Section Section C
Description S-U-X-(N-Str)-BB-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) and follows the existing

highway to just east of Berry, where it diverts south to join node
X.  From node X the route continues west, along the North Street
corridor, rejoining the existing highway west of Berry between
nodes Z and BB, continuing to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter route will increase road safety.
• Removes traffic and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • Slightly longer route than the base case.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

5 • The route utilises significant sections of the existing highway, therefore minimising property severance and land acquisition.  There will however be an
impact on some smaller lots situated between nodes U-X.

• The route is consistent with future land use and planning policy (uses a corridor set aside for upgrade).
• Opportunity for the bridge structure at the eastern end of Berry to become a landmark, ‘gateway to Berry’
• The route provides an opportunity to mitigate some of the flooding through Berry.
• Nodes S-U and BB-DD follow the existing highway and will therefore have minimal impact.

Provide value for money. 4 • Most cost effective option of the routes through this section, however a new bridge structure will be required at the eastern end of Berry.
• No major utilities conflicts.
• Work on North Street can be undertaken offline.
• A new bridge structure will be required over Broughton Mill Creek.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

3 • The route will require two creek crossings and will include a new bridge structure, although effects on flora and fauna habitats are likely to be minimal.
• No improvement in air quality.
• Node X is located on an area of significant European heritage i.e. 19th Century site of Berry township including the Coolangatta flour mill (1830’s) and

the mill race.  Although the route will not require the removal of these properties it will have a major impact on their context.
• The route will impact on the Mananga archaeological site.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

4 • No improvement in noise levels and well designed noise mitigation measures will be required.
• Severance of the town from the sports facilities to the north-east of the town.
• Interchange (access to and from Berry) to be integrated.  Community has indicated that it does not want a large intersection in proximity to the town.
• The route will have a high visual impact, removing the connection between Berry and the landscape.
• Social expectation that the preferred route will be along the North Street corridor.
• Potential perception of severance (Kangaroo Valley Road).
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Section Section C
Description S-T-W-X-(N-Str)-BB-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) heading south to node T

before turning west to node W.  From node W the route continues
west to node X where it joins up with the North Street corridor
through Berry.  On exiting North Street the route rejoins the
existing highway west of Berry, continuing through from node BB
to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 4 • The route includes an 8% grade between nodes S-T.
• Removes traffic and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • Slightly longer route than the base case.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • The route utilises significant sections of the existing highway, therefore minimising property severance and land acquisition.  There will however be an
impact on some smaller lots situated between nodes T-X.

• The route is consistent with future land use and planning policy (uses a corridor set aside for upgrade).
• Opportunity for the bridge structure at the eastern end of Berry to become a landmark, ‘gateway to Berry’
• The route provides an opportunity to mitigate some of the flooding through Berry.

Provide value for money. 2 • A new bridge structure will be required over Broughton Mill creek.
• Work on North Street can be undertaken offline.
• No major utilities conflicts.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The route will require seven creek crossings, including three new bridge crossings, and will impact on habitat corridors.
• No improvement in air quality.
• Node X is located on an area of significant European heritage i.e. 19th Century site of Berry township including the Coolangatta flour mill (1830’s) and

the mill race.  Although the route will not require the removal of these properties it will have a major impact on their context.
• The route will impact on the Wyndree (police residence) on Pulman Street.
• The route will impact on the Mananga archaeological site.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

2 • No improvement in noise levels and well designed noise mitigation measures will be required.
• Severance of the town from the sports facilities to the north-east of the town.
• Interchange (access to and from Berry) to be integrated.  Community has indicated that it does not want a large intersection in proximity to the town.
• The route will have a high visual impact, removing the connection between Berry and the landscape.
• Social expectation that the preferred route will be along the North Street corridor.
• Potential perception of severance (Kangaroo Valley Road).
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Section Section C
Description S-U-X-AA-BB-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) and follows the existing highway to

just east of Berry, where it diverts south to join node X.  From node X the
route continues south crossing the railway line and runs parallel to the
south of Berry, before recrossing the railway line and rejoining the existing
highway west of Berry at node BB.  From node BB the route follows the
existing highway to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter route will increase road safety.
• The route will eliminate pedestrian conflict.
• The route crosses the railway line at two points.  A clearance of 6.5m is required which will need a 300m long structure with a 4% grade.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • No significant difference in the length of the route.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

3 • Nodes S-X and BB-DD follow the existing highway and will therefore minimise impact, however there will be property severance on some smaller lots
between nodes U-X.

• Nodes X-AA contains Class 2 agricultural land, including some dairy farms.  Land severance would be minimised by shadowing the railway line
corridor.

• Nodes X-AA contains a retirement village which will need to be avoided.
• The route will bring benefits to the businesses located along the main street of Berry.
• The route will support tourism.

Provide value for money. 1 • The route requires several creek crossings
• This route is more costly than the base case due to large structures including two rail crossings.
• Additional costs will result from land acquisition.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The route requires a crossing over Broughton Mill creek which will run adjacent to an existing railway line crossing, thus increasing the impact on the
associated habitats.  One additional minor creek crossing is also required.

• If the area of vegetation around node BB can be avoided the route will have minimal effect on flora and fauna habitat corridors.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• Node X is located on an area of significant European heritage i.e. 19th Century site of Berry Township including the Coolangatta flour mill (1830’s) and

the mill race.  Although the route will not require the removal of these properties it will have a major impact on their context.
• The route will impact on the poplar trees located on Pulman Street which are listed on the Shoalhaven register.
• The route will impact on the railway station located at node AA which is listed on the State Heritage register.
• The route is a diversion from the base case and will therefore require greater resources.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

2 • There will be a slight increase in noise levels with a major impact on some residents.
• The route will have a high visual impact, removing the connection between Berry and the landscape to the south.
• The route will impact on the rural character of the area.
• The route bypasses Berry and will therefore reduce the impact on Berry residences in comparison to a route through the centre of town.
• Removes traffic congestion and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
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Section Section C
Description S-U-X-AA-CC-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) and follows the existing

highway to just east of Berry, where it diverts south to join node
X.  From node X the route continues south crossing the railway
line continuing through to nodes AA and CC.  Just beyond node
CC the route recrosses the railway line and rejoins the existing
highway beyond Berry at node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • A straighter route will increase road safety.
• The route will eliminate pedestrian conflict.
• The route crosses the railway line at two points.  A clearance of 6.5m is required which will need a 300m long structure with a 4% grade.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • This route is shorter than the base case.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • Nodes S-X follows the existing highway and will therefore minimise impact, however there will be property severance on some smaller lots between
nodes U-X.

• Nodes X-DD contains Class 2 agricultural land, including some dairy farms and two stud farms.
• The route does not align with property boundaries and requires the severance of several large lots.
• The route will support tourism.

Provide value for money. 1 • The route requires several creek crossings
• This route is more costly than the base case due to large structures including two rail crossings.
• Additional costs will result from land acquisition.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The route requires a crossing over Broughton Mill creek which will run adjacent to an existing railway line crossing, thus increasing the impact on the
associated habitats.  One additional minor creek crossing is also required.

• The route has minimal effect on flora and fauna habitat corridors.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• Node X is located on an area of significant European heritage i.e. 19th Century site of Berry township including the Coolangatta flour mill (1830’s) and

the mill race.  Although the route will not require the removal of these properties it will have a major impact on their context.
• The route will impact on the poplar trees located on Pulman Street which are listed on the Shoalhaven register.
• The route will impact on the railway station located at node AA which is listed on the State Heritage register.
• The route is a diversion from the base case and will therefore require greater resources.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

3 • There will be an improvement in noise levels.
• The route will have a high visual impact, removing the connection between Berry and the landscape to the South.
• The route will impact on the rural character of the area.
• The route bypasses Berry and will therefore reduce the impact on Berry residences in comparison to a route through the centre of town.
• Removes traffic congestion and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
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Section Section C
Description S-T-V-CC-BB-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) and heads south to node

T, continuing to node V.  At node V the route crosses the railway
line and loops around the southern boundary of the study area,
before heading west to join CC at the southern corner of Berry.
From node CC the route loops to re-cross the railway line before
rejoining the existing highway south west of Berry at node BB.
From node BB the route follows the existing highway to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • The route will contain steep grades and an 18m deep cut between nodes V-CC.
• The route will eliminate pedestrian conflict.
• The route requires an 800m long bridge from the offside of Moeyan Hill across Broughton Mill creek.
• The route includes an 8% grade between nodes S-T.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • This route is longer than the base case.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The route does not cater for access to the northern end of Berry.
• The route does not align with property boundaries and requires the severance of several large lots, including some dairy farms.
• Node V and node CC includes the severance of a cluster of hobby farms
• The route will support tourism.

Provide value for money. 1 • This route is significantly more costly than the base case due to the requirement for an 800m bridge from the offside of Moeyan Hill across Broughton
Mill creek and the increased need for flood mitigation.

• Additional costs will result from land acquisition.
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The route requires two creek crossings, including one major new bridge structure over Broughton Mill creek which will impact on habitat corridors
especially where it runs parallel to the creek.

• The route will have a significant negative effect on flora and fauna where it intersects the habitat corridor which stretches from the David Berry hospital
to Seven Mile Beach.

• The route avoids both significant Indigenous and European heritage recorded in the study area, however it does cross near to two known Indigenous
archaeological sites.

• The route is a diversion from the base case and will therefore require greater resources.
• There will be a significant improvement in air quality.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

3 • The route dissects several rural properties, including dairy and hobby farms, and cuts through the David Berry hospital precinct.
• There will be an improvement in noise levels.
• The route will have a high visual impact resulting from large, long structures.
• The route will impact on the rural character of the area.
• The route bypasses Berry and will therefore reduce the impact on Berry residences in comparison to a route through the centre of town.
• Removes traffic congestion and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
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Section Section C
Description S-T-V-CC-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) and heads south to node

T, continuing to node V.  At node V the route crosses the railway
line and loops around the southern boundary of the study area,
before heading west to join CC at the southern corner of Berry.
Just beyond node CC the route recrosses the railway line and
rejoins the existing highway beyond Berry at node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • The route will contain steep grades and an 18m deep cut between nodes V-CC.
• The route will eliminate pedestrian conflict.
• The route requires an 800m long bridge from the offside of Moeyan Hill across Broughton Mill creek.
• The route includes an 8% grade between nodes S-T.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • The route is longer than the base case.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The route does not cater for access to the northern end of Berry.
• The route does not align with property boundaries and requires the severance of several large lots, including some dairy farms.
• Node V and node CC includes the severance of a cluster of hobby farms
• The route will support tourism.

Provide value for money. 1 • This route is significantly more costly than the base case due to the requirement for an 800m bridge from the offside of Moeyan Hill across Broughton
Mill creek and the increased need for flood mitigation.

• Additional costs will result from land acquisition.
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The route requires two creek crossings, including one major new bridge structure over Broughton Mill creek which will impact on habitat corridors
especially where it runs parallel to the creek.

• The route will have a significant negative effect on flora and fauna where it intersects the habitat corridor which stretches from the David Berry hospital
to Seven Mile Beach.

• The route avoids both significant Indigenous and European heritage recorded in the study area, however it does cross near to two known Indigenous
archaeological sites.

• There will be a significant improvement in air quality.
• The route is a diversion from the base case and will therefore require greater resources.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

2 • The route dissects several rural properties, including dairy and hobby farms, and cuts through the David Berry hospital precinct.
• There will be an improvement in noise levels.
• The route will have a high visual impact resulting from large, long structures.
• The route will impact on the rural character of the area.
• The route bypasses Berry and will therefore reduce the impact on Berry residences in comparison to a route through the centre of town.
• Removes traffic congestion and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
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Section Section C
Description S-T-V-AA-CC-BB-DD
Base case S-U-X-(Q. Str.)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node S (Broughton) and heads south to node

T, continuing to node V.  At node V the route crosses the railway
line and cuts across the valley to join node AA at the southern
part of Berry.  At node AA the route continues south west to node
CC before looping north west to rejoin the existing highway west
of Berry at node BB.  From node BB the route follows the existing
highway to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 4 • The route will contain steep grades and cuts between nodes V-AA.
• The route will eliminate pedestrian conflict.
• The route requires two bridges across Broughton Mill creek.
• The route includes an 8% grade between nodes S-T.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • The route is longer than the base case.
• Higher speeds can be maintained which will improve travel time.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The route does not cater for access to the northern end of Berry.
• The route does not align with property boundaries and requires the severance of several large lots, including some dairy farms.
• Node V and node CC includes the severance of a cluster of hobby farms.
• The route will support tourism.

Provide value for money. 1 • This route is significantly more costly than the base case due to the requirement for two bridges over Broughton Mill creek, soft soil treatments and the
increased need for flood mitigation.

• Additional costs will result from land acquisition.
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The route requires two creek crossings, including two new bridge structures, which will impact on habitat corridors.
• The route will have a significant negative effect on flora and fauna where it intersects the habitat corridor which stretches from the David Berry hospital

to Seven Mile Beach.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• The route avoids both significant Indigenous and European heritage recorded in the study area, and should avoid the tannery and mill race located just

south of node X.
• The route will impact on the railway station located at node AA which is listed on the State Heritage Register.
• The route is a diversion from the base case and will therefore require greater resources.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

3 • The route dissects several rural properties, including dairy and hobby farms, and cuts through the David Berry hospital precinct.
• There will be an improvement in noise levels.
• Route will have a high visual impact resulting from large, long structures.
• The route will impact on the rural character of the area.
• The route bypasses Berry and will therefore reduce the impact on Berry residences in comparison to a route through the centre of town.
• Removes traffic congestion and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
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Section Section B/C
Description C-F-I-N-R-T-W-X-(NStr)-BB-DD (west of the railway)
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S-U-X-(QStr)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the

Princes Highway and Belinda Street and runs parallel to the
western side of the railway up to node N.  At node N the route
branches north-west away from the railway line cutting through
Harley Hill to join node W.  The route then follows the North Street
corridor and then the existing highway to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • The route provides a smooth horizontal and vertical alignment which will increase road safety.
• The route will require a 17m deep cut, with a grade of 4% through Harley Hill.\
• Removes traffic and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
• A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.
• Slightly shorter route than the base case.
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • Land use is classified as Class 2 agricultural land.
• There is a small cluster of properties between nodes N-R.
• Two landholdings straddle the rail line immediately south of Gerringong (nodes C-F) and these properties will be severed by the route.
• Property severance will be unavoidable from nodes N-R-T-W.
• Impacts on Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.
• The route is consistent with future land use and planning policy (uses a corridor set aside for upgrade).
• Opportunity for the bridge structure at the eastern end of Berry to become a landmark, ‘gateway to Berry’.
• The route provides an opportunity to mitigate some of the flooding through Berry.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 1 • This route is more costly than the base case due to soft soil treatments.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.
• The route will require a significant amount of fill.
• Includes ongoing costs for maintaining the existing highway.
• Links only with North Street corridor bypass options.
• A new bridge structure will be required over Broughton Mill Creek.
• Work on North Street can be undertaken offline.

Cont’d…
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Section Section B/C
Description C-F-I-N-R-T-W-X-(NStr)-BB-DD (west of the railway) … cont.
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S-U-X-(QStr)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the

Princes Highway and Belinda Street and runs parallel to the
western side of the railway up to node N.  At node N the route
branches north-west away from the railway line cutting through
Harley Hill to join node W.  The route then follows the North Street
corridor and then the existing highway to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

3 • The route requires several minor creek crossings.
• The route will have minimal impact on terrestrial ecology with the exception of loss of vegetation at Crooked River and Broughton Creek.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• An endangered ecological community exists where the route diverges from the railway line.  This community is, however, in a degraded condition

where the route dissects it.
• The route passes close to the David Berry hospital.
• Indigenous heritage impacts are likely to be minimal, with the exception of the cut through Harley Hill ridge which will impact on cultural values.
• Probable impact on workers cottage (Lot 44, North Street) (listed in Shoalhaven CC Heritage study).
• Direct impact on Federation Cottage (77 North Street) and unassessed cottage (79 North Street).
• Node X is located on an area of significant European heritage i.e. 19th Century site of Berry Township including the Coolangatta flour mill (1830’s) and

the mill race.  Although the route will not require the removal of these properties it will have a major impact on their context.
• The route will impact on the Mananga archaeological site.
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The route will have a significant visual impact on the area.
• Although the base case potentially affects more dwellings this route will affect residents who are currently some distance from the highway.  Property

acquisition (including some dwellings) will be required (the base case also requires property acquisition).
• The route traverses through the floodplain east of Berry which is currently unspoiled.
• The route runs through an area which currently is not affected by significant road noise.
• No improvement in noise levels and well designed noise mitigation measures will be required.
• Severance of the town from the sports facilities to the north-east of the town.
• Interchange (access to and from Berry to be integrated.  Community has indicated that it does not want a large intersection in proximity to the town.
• The route will have a high visual impact, removing the connection between Berry and the landscape.
• Social expectation that the preferred route will be along the North Street corridor.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.
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Section Section B/C
Description C-F-I-N-V-W-X-(N Str)-BB-DD (west of the railway)
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S-U-X-(QStr)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the

Princes Highway and Belinda Street and runs parallel to the
western side of the railway up to node W at the eastern side of
Berry.  The route then follows the North Street corridor through
Berry.  On North Street the route rejoins the existing highway
west of Berry, continuing through from node BB to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • The route provides a smooth horizontal and vertical alignment which will increase road safety.
• Removes traffic and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
• A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.
• Slightly shorter route than the base case (300m).
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • Land use is classified as Class 2 agricultural land to the north of the railway line and general rural around Berry.
• The route results in some property severance (including dairy farms).
• Two landholdings straddle the rail line immediately south of Gerringong (nodes C-F) and these properties will be severed by the route.
• Property severance will be unavoidable at the end of Toolijooa Ridge.
• Impacts on Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.
• The route is consistent with future land use and planning policy (uses a corridor set aside for upgrade).
• Opportunity for the bridge structure at the eastern end of Berry to become a landmark, ‘gateway to Berry’.
• The route provides an opportunity to mitigate some of the flooding through Berry.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 1 • Construction costs are moderately greater than the base case (10%).
• The route does not provide any opportunity for staging (16km stretch).
• Includes ongoing costs for maintaining the existing highway.
• Links only with North Street corridor bypass options.
• Work on North Street can be undertaken offline.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.

Cont’d … .
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Section Section B/C
Description C-F-I-N-V-W-X-(N Str)-BB-DD (west of the railway) … cont.
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S-U-X-(QStr)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the

Princes Highway and Belinda Street and runs parallel to the
western side of the railway up to node W at the eastern side of
Berry.  The route then follows the North Street corridor through
Berry.  On North Street the route rejoins the existing highway
west of Berry, continuing through from node BB to node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The route minimises creek crossings.
• The route will have minimal impact on terrestrial ecology with the exception of a large ecological endangered community, located where the route

diverges from the railway line of which parts are classified as EEC.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• Likely impact on known site 52-5-401.
• Probable impact on workers cottage (Lot 44, North Street) (listed in Shoalhaven CC Heritage study).
• Direct impact on Federation Cottage (77 North Street) and unassessed cottage (79 North Street).
• The route passes close to the David Berry hospital.
• Node X is located on an area of significant European heritage i.e. 19th Century site of Berry Township including the Coolangatta flour mill (1830’s) and

the mill race.  Although the route will not require the removal of these properties it will have a major impact on their context.
• The route will impact on the Mananga archaeological site.
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The route is flat and therefore does not engage the landscape as effectively as a rolling alignment from an urban and visual planning aspect.
• Property acquisition would be similar to the base case.
• Although the base case potentially affects more dwellings this route will affect residents who are currently some distance from the highway.
• The route traverses through the floodplain east of Berry which is currently unspoiled.
• The route runs through an area which currently is not affected by significant road noise.
• The route passes close to the David Berry hospital.
• No improvement in noise levels and well designed noise mitigation measures will be required.
• Severance of the town from the sports facilities to the north-east of the town.
• Interchange (access to and from Berry) to be integrated.  Community has indicated that it does not want a large intersection in proximity to the town.
• The route will have a high visual impact, removing the connection between Berry and the landscape.
• Social expectation that the preferred route will be along the North Street corridor.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.
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Section Section B/C
Description C-F-I-N-V-W-X-(N Str)-BB-DD (east of the railway)
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S-U-X-(QStr)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the

Princes Highway and Belinda Street where it crosses the railway
line continuing along the eastern side until it diverges just north of
Berry where it re-crosses the railway line at the David Berry
hospital.  The route follows the North Street corridor and then
nodes BB to DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • The route provides a smooth horizontal and vertical alignment which will increase road safety..
• Removes traffic and heavy vehicles from the centre of Berry.
• A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • Slightly shorter route than the base case (300m).
• Traffic congestion through Berry town centre will be avoided.
• An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • Land use is classified as Class 2 agricultural land.
• The route results in some property severance (including dairy farms).
• Two landholdings straddle the rail line immediately south of Gerringong (nodes C-F) and these properties will be severed by the route.
• The route does not impact on the Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.
• The route is consistent with future land use and planning policy (uses a corridor set aside for upgrade).
• Opportunity for the bridge structure at the eastern end of Berry to become a landmark, ‘gateway to Berry’.
• The route provides an opportunity to mitigate some of the flooding through Berry.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 0 • Construction costs due to remediation of ground conditions and bridge structures make this route economically unviable.
• Includes ongoing costs for maintaining the existing highway.
• Links only with North Street corridor bypass options.
• Work on North Street can be undertaken offline.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The route minimises creek crossings.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• Likely impact on known site 52-5-401.
• Direct impact on the northern margin of Harley Hill cemetery (unmarked Aboriginal graves).
• Direct impact on Warra Bank (homestead with local significance).
• Potential impact on Pulman Street (Wyndree, Mananga homestead and Berry estate mill race).
• Probable impact on workers cottage (Lot 44, North Street) (listed in Shoalhaven CC Heritage study).
• Direct impact on Federation Cottage (77 North Street) and unassessed cottage (79 North Street).
• The route passes close to the David Berry hospital.
• Node X is located on an area of significant European heritage i.e. 19th Century site of Berry Township including the Coolangatta flour mill (1830’s) and

the mill race.  Although the route will not require the removal of these properties it will have a major impact on their context.
• The route will impact on the Mananga archaeological site.
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.

Cont’d…
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Section Section B/C
Description C-F-I-N-V-W-X-(N Str)-BB-DD (east of the railway) … cont.
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S-U-X-(QStr)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the

Princes Highway and Belinda Street where it crosses the railway
line continuing along the eastern side until it diverges just north of
Berry where it re-crosses the railway line at the David Berry
hospital.  The route follows the North Street corridor and then
nodes BB to DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The railway crossing at Gerringong will have a negative visual impact and will require well designed noise mitigation.
• The route is flat and therefore does not engage the landscape as effectively as a rolling alignment.
• Property acquisition would be similar to the base case.
• Although the base case potentially affects more dwellings this route will affect residents who are currently some distance from the highway.
• The route traverses through the floodplain east of Berry which is currently unspoiled.
• The route runs through an area which currently is not affected by significant road noise.
• The route passes close to the David Berry hospital.
• No improvement in noise levels and well designed noise mitigation measures will be required.
• Severance of the town from the sports facilities to the north-east of the town.
• Interchange (access to and from Berry) to be integrated.  Community has indicated that it does not want a large intersection in proximity to the town.
• The route will have a high visual impact, removing the connection between Berry and the landscape.
• Social expectation that the preferred route will be along the North Street corridor.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.
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Section Section B/C
Description C-F-I-N-V-W-AA-CC-DD (east of the railway)
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S-U-X-(QStr)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the

Princes Highway and Belinda Street where it crosses the railway
line continuing along the eastern side until it diverges just north of
Berry where it diverges to pass through node AA, continuing on to
node CC.  The route re-crosses the railway line via an overbridge
south of Berry before reaching node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • The route provides a smooth horizontal and vertical alignment which will increase road safety.
• A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • Slightly shorter route than the base case (300m).
• An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.

Support regional and local economic
development.

2 • Land use is classified as Class 2 agricultural land.
• Nodes W-AA-CC-DD will have a relatively high economic impact because the route dissects a number of properties.
• Two landholdings straddle the rail line immediately south of Gerringong (nodes C-F) and these properties will be severed by the route.
• The route does not impact on the Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 0 • Construction costs due to remediation of ground conditions and bridge structures make this route economically unviable.
• Includes ongoing costs for maintaining the existing highway.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

3 • The route requires several minor creek crossings.
• The route will have minimal impact on terrestrial ecology with the exception of loss of vegetation at Crooked River and Broughton Creek.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• No effect on European heritage sites thus far recorded.
• Indigenous heritage impacts are likely to be minimal.
• The route passes close to the David Berry hospital.
• Direct impact on the northern margin of Harley Hill cemetery (unmarked Aboriginal graves).
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

2 • The railway crossing at Gerringong will have a negative visual impact and will require well designed noise mitigation.
• The route is flat and therefore does not engage the landscape as effectively as a rolling alignment.
• Although the base case potentially affects more dwellings this route will affect residents who are currently some distance from the highway.
• The route runs through an area which currently is not affected by significant road noise.
• The route passes close to the David Berry hospital.
• The route runs through an area which is currently not affected by significant road noise.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.
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Section Section B/C
Description C-F-I-N-V-CC-DD (east of the railway)
Base case C-E-G-H-J-O-Q-S-U-X-(QStr)-BB-DD
Route description The route starts at node C at the current intersection with the

Princes Highway and Belinda Street where it crosses the railway
line continuing along the eastern side until it diverges just north of
Berry where it diverges at node V.  At node V it crosses the
floodplain and Broughton Creek to pass through node CC.  The
route re-crosses the railway line via an overbridge south of Berry
before reaching node DD.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 5 • The route provides a smooth horizontal and vertical alignment which will increase road safety.
• A straighter road alignment will increase road safety.

Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

5 • Slightly shorter route than the base case (300m).
• An improvement in the grade of the highway will improve travel speeds.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • Land use is classified as Class 2 agricultural land.
• Nodes V-CC-DD will have a relatively high economic impact because the route dissects a number of properties.
• Two landholdings straddle the rail line immediately south of Gerringong (nodes C-F) and these properties will be severed by the route.
• The route does not impact on the Sydney Water Effluent Scheme.
• Impacts on the Toolijooa community.

Provide value for money. 0 • Construction costs due to remediation of ground conditions and bridge structures make this route economically unviable.
• Includes ongoing costs for maintaining the existing highway.
• Construction staging could have a negative impact on program due to soft soil treatments.

Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

2 • The route requires several minor creek crossings.
• There will be an improvement in air quality.
• No effect on European heritage sites thus far recorded.
• Indigenous heritage impacts are likely to be minimal.
• The route passes close to the David Berry hospital.
• Direct impact on the northern margin of Harley Hill cemetery (unmarked Aboriginal graves).
• The route will create a new corridor barrier.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

2 • The railway crossing at Gerringong will have a negative visual impact and will require well designed noise mitigation.
• The route is flat and therefore does not engage the landscape as effectively as a rolling alignment.
• Although the base case potentially affects more dwellings this route will affect residents who are currently some distance from the highway.
• The route runs through an area which currently is not affected by significant road noise.
• The route traverses the floodplain east of Berry which is currently relatively unspoiled.
• The route passes close to the David Berry hospital.
• The route will have a negative impact on the Toolijooa community.
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Section Section D
Description DD-EE2-FF-GG
Base case DD-EE1-FF-GG
Route
description

The route starts at node DD and follows the existing
highway to node EE.  At node EE the route leaves the
existing highway and cuts a straight line directly through
Meroo Meadows north of the existing highway before joining
node FF, where it rejoins the existing highway to continue to
node GG.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 3 • A marginally straighter alignment will increase road safety.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • This route is shorter than the base case.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The route does not align with property boundaries and requires the severance of several lots, located on prime agricultural land.

Provide value for money. 2 • This is more costly than the base case as more construction is off-line.
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

3 • The route utilises the existing highway or passes through agricultural land and therefore has minimal impact on both aquatic and terrestrial
ecology.

• The route is a marginal improvement on the base case as it has slightly less impact on both Indigenous and European heritage sites
recorded in the study area.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The route will directly impact on some properties including severance.

Note:
1) The base case DD-EE1-FF-GG scores 3 for each category.
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Section Section D
Description DD-EE3-FF-GG
Base case DD-EE1-FF-GG
Route
description

The route starts at node DD and follows the existing
highway to node EE.  At node EE the route leaves the
existing highway and traverses to the south and east of
Meroo Meadows south of the existing highway before
joining node FF, where it rejoins the existing highway to
continue to node GG.

Qualitative assessment
Compared to the base case, is the

route:
5 significantly better
4 moderately better
3 no better / no worse
2 moderately worse
1 significantly worse
0 unjustifiable = discard

Project objectives Overall
comparative

result

Comment

Improve road safety. 3 • A marginally straighter alignment will increase road safety.
Improve efficiency of the Princes
Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry.

4 • This route is shorter than the base case.

Support regional and local economic
development.

1 • The route does not align with property boundaries and requires the severance of several lots, located on prime agricultural land.

Provide value for money. 2 • This is more costly than the base case as more construction is off-line.
Enhance potential beneficial
environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental
impacts.

3 • The route utilises the existing highway or passes through agricultural land and therefore has minimal impact on both aquatic and terrestrial
ecology.

• The route is a marginal improvement on the base case as it has slightly less impact on both Indigenous and European heritage sites
recorded in the study area.

Optimise the benefits and minimise
adverse impacts on local social
environment.

1 • The route will directly impact on some properties including severance.
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Table A.1 – Section A

Route A-B-C
(base)

A-B-D

Objectives
Improve road safety 3 3
Improve efficiency of the Princes Highway between Gerringong and Bomaderry 3 2
Support regional and local economic development 3 1
Provide value for money 3 2
Enhance potential beneficial environmental effects and manage potential adverse environmental impacts 3 1
Optimise the benefits and minimise adverse impacts on local social environment 3 2

Outcome 18 11

Short listed route option
Discounted from further review
Discarded
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Table A.2 – Section B

Route C-E-G-
H-J-O-

Q-S
(base)

C-F-I-
N-R-S
(west)

C-F-I-
N-R-S
(east)

C-F-G-
H-L-N-

R-S

C-E-G-
H-L-N-

R-S

C-F-I-L-
P-S

C-E-G-
H-L-P-

Q-S

C-E-G-
H-K-Q-

S

C-E-G-
H-M-Q-

S

C-E-G-
M-Q-S

C-E-G-
H-J-O-

Q-S

C-E-G-
H-K-M-

Q-S

D-J-O-
Q-S

C-E-G-
H-K-M-

Q-S

C-F-I-
tunnel-
P-Q-S
(west)

C-F-I-
tunnel-
P-Q-S
(east)

Objectives
Improve road safety 3 5 5 4 4 3 4 5 5 4 5 5 3 5 5 5
Improve efficiency of the Princes Highway between Gerringong and
Bomaderry

3 5 5 3 3 3 3 5 4 4 4 4 3 5 5 5

Support regional and local economic development 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
Provide value for money 3 1 0 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 0 2 1 0
Enhance potential beneficial environmental effects and manage
potential adverse environmental impacts

3 4 4 3 4 3 4 3 0 0 2 0 1 4 5 4

Optimise the benefits and minimise adverse impacts on local social
environment

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 1 2 1 1

Outcome 18 17 14 16 17 18 20 18

Short listed route option
Discounted from further review
Discarded

Notes:
1) The base case is a hypothetical scenario which does not provide a satisfactory solution in terms of road safety.
2) (West) and (east) indicate route option variations on either the west or east side of the railway respectively.
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Table A.3 – Section C

Route S-U-X-
Q Str-
BB-DD
(base)

S-U-Z1-
DD

S-U-Z2-
BB-DD

S-U-Y-
BB-DD

S-T-W-
Y-BB-

DD

S-U-X-
N Str-
BB-DD

S-T-W-
X-N

Str-BB-
DD

S-U-X-
AA-BB-

DD

S-U-X-
AA-CC-

DD

S-T-V-
CC-BB-

DD

S-T-V-
CC-DD

S-T-V-
AA-CC-
BB-DD

Objectives
Improve road safety 3 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 4
Improve efficiency of the Princes Highway between Gerringong and Bomaderry 3 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 4 4 4
Support regional and local economic development 3 0 4 3 1 5 2 3 2 1 1 1
Provide value for money 3 2 2 1 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
Enhance potential beneficial environmental effects and manage potential adverse environmental
impacts

3 2 3 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 2

Optimise the benefits and minimise adverse impacts on local social environment 3 4 4 3 3 4 2 2 3 3 2 3
Outcome 18 23 20 14 26 16 18 18 16 15 15

Short listed route option
Discounted from further review
Discarded

Notes:
1) The base case is a hypothetical scenario.  It assumes an upgrade of Queen Street which is not acceptable.
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Table A.4 – Section B/C

Route C-F-I-N-R-T-W-
X-N-Str-BB-DD

(west)

C-F-I-N-V-W-X-
N Str-BB-DD

(west)

C-F-I-N-V-W-X-
N Str-BB-DD

(east)

C-F-I-N-V-W-
AA-CC-DD

(east)

C-F-I-N-V-CC-
DD

(east)
Objectives
Improve road safety 5 5 5 5 5
Improve efficiency of the Princes Highway between Gerringong and Bomaderry 5 5 5 5 5
Support regional and local economic development 1 2 2 2 1
Provide value for money 1 1 0 0 0
Enhance potential beneficial environmental effects and manage potential adverse environmental
impacts

3 2 2 3 2

Optimise the benefits and minimise adverse impacts on local social environment 1 1 1 2 2
Outcome 16 16

Short listed route option
Discounted from further review
Discarded

Notes:
1) The base case is a hypothetical scenario which does not provide a satisfactory solution in terms of road safety.
2) (West) and (east) indicate route option variations on either the west or east side of the railway respectively.
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Table A.5 – Section D

Route DD-EE1-FF-
GG

(base)

DD-EE2-FF-
GG

DD-EE3-FF-
GG

Objectives
Improve road safety 3 3 3
Improve efficiency of the Princes Highway between Gerringong and Bomaderry 3 4 4
Support regional and local economic development 3 1 1
Provide value for money 3 2 2
Enhance potential beneficial environmental effects and manage potential adverse environmental impacts 3 3 3
Optimise the benefits and minimise adverse impacts on local social environment 3 1 1

Outcome 18 14 14

Short listed route option
Discounted from further review
Discarded
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